
Board of Regents 
Career Service Essential Functions Review 

 
Job Title: SENIOR PROGRAM/ANALYST  
Working Title: Senior Programmer Analyst
Department: 1COMP1-Computing Services 

Position No.:  RE9936 
FLSA Status: Overtime Exempt 
Pay Grade:    T15-T16 

 
Job Purpose:   The fundamental purpose of this position (RE9936) is to work on all 

phases of information systems development, including problem 
definition, serve in a leadership role of peers and subordinates on 
development teams, act as a mentor to other members of the 
programmer/analyst classification group, and maintain and support 
time-sensitive systems with wide impact and visibility. At this level, 
the incumbent has frequent contact with clients on system design and 
is fully knowledgeable of the client's business and information flows, 
as well as the tools and technologies needed to meet client 
information requirements.  

 

  
Essential 
or 
Secondary

% 
of 

Time 

Job Function 

    
1.   30   Web & OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog) Design 

and Maintenance:  Lead a team of librarians in the 
design of a customized OPAC for our system. Develop 
timelines and prioritized points in the timelines to get 
critical issues dealt with in a timely manner. Make 
recommendations based on the programming that is 
available to use and functionality that will work best. 
Learn proprietary software that has been difficult to 
use with other commonly used coding languages.  
 
Document steps throughout the process of the 
implementation and creation of the OPAC. Collect 
data from the librarians and analyze the issues with 
the project team. 
 
Design and layout sites that are easy to navigate and 
maintain and keep up to date with new script and 
code that may save time and effort when designing a 
new site or page. Use Adobe Photoshop CS2, 
Illustrator 9, and Macromedia Freehand and Flash for 
graphics and page layout. Do image maps and 
animation using JavaScript and Adobe ImageReady. 
All final pages are created using mostly HTML, 
JavaScript, and PHP directly on Unix Server via 
Penguinet, an SSH Client. 
 
Collect data/feedback from SDLN librarians and 
sometimes patrons to come up with new and 
improved sites as far as navigation and overall look 



are concerned. Attend many seminars and workshops 
that will benefit SDLN by improving the process of 
designing an entire page/site from the ground up. 
  

2.   02   Attend training, seminars and workshops as deemed 
necessary. Perform all duties in compliance with 
safety standards established by the South Dakota 
Board of Regents. 
  

3.   60   Implementation and Maintenance of SFX & MetaLib 
Manage implementation of SFX and MetaLib for the 
state. SFX is an OpenUrl resolver that pulls metadata 
from the users search string and looks up additional 
information for that item. MetaLib is a federated 
search engine that allows our patrons to search 
multiple databases within a single customized screen. 
 
Responsible for getting each of the libraries setup on 
SDLN servers, collecting data from member libraries, 
inputting all data required from each of the database 
vendors, working with the database vendors to allow 
authentication and access to these products, 
customization and layout of the data and screens for 
the patron, setting up user accounts for access, 
developing training sessions and training the librarian 
staff across the state, and producing online video 
recordings to help staff train their patrons in the use 
of the products.  
 
Coordinate ongoing maintenance, testing, updates, 
enhancements, and backups. Modify documentation 
to represent SDLN consortia setup. 
  

4.   08   Customer service specializing in, but not limited to; 
ALEPH, OPAC, KidsCat, SFX, MetaLib, SDLN Web, 
Access Authentication, publication design, and 
numerous other tasks. 
 
Develop training sessions for member librarians on 
the new products, SFX and MetaLib. Deal with client 
issues that the librarians have and answer questions 
dealing with the implementation. 
 
Perform onsite visits to help with any problems 
librarians may have and to help/train a new 
library/librarian that is just starting out on the system. 
Participate in conference calls and one on one calls to 
train and/or assist librarians and their technical 
contacts. 
 
Assist in remote patron authentication for libraries 
that need it, and troubleshoot any problems that may 



arise. 
 
Layout and design the various SDLN publications such 
as our annual Factbook using various Macromedia and 
Adobe products. This involves working with librarians 
and other staff to determine the message that is to be 
conveyed and then provide design options for their 
comments. 
  

    
 
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential 
duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed above are representative of the knowledge, 
skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 
 

Other Responsibilities and Requirements 

Knowledge, Skills, and 
Abilities 

Knowledge of: principals, theories and concepts of 
computer programming; design and knowledge of related 
fields of computer technology; tools and technologies 
available to meet client information requirements; and 
operating characteristics of the state's information systems 
environment. Knowledge of firewall and security 
background.  
 
Specific knowledge about Aleph, Metalib, OPAC, ILL, and 
CR is preferred.  Knowledge of graphics and publications 
would be beneficial. 
 
Ability to: communicate effectively with clients in their 
terms and translate this information into systems terms; 
generate information systems solutions for clients; and 
provide project leadership and mentorship.  

Physical and Mental Effort 
Requirements 

Physical 
Stand Frequently 
Walk Occasionally 
Sit Frequently 
Bend  Occasionally 
Crouch/Squat  Occasionally 
Kneel/Crawl  NA 
Reach above shoulder level  Occasionally 
Use keyboard/mouse  Frequently 
Hand Activities: Fine dexterity Frequently 
Hand Activities: Hand twisting  Occasionally 
Hand Activities: Simple grasping  Occasionally 
Hand Activities: Power grasping  Occasionally 
Lifting Activities: Light lifting (<20 lbs) Frequently 
Lifting Activities: Moderate lifting (20- Occasionally 



50 lbs)  
Lifting Activities: Heavy lifting (>50 
lbs)  NA 

Push/Pull Activities: Light 
pushing/pulling 
(<20 lbs of force)  

Occasionally 

Push/Pull Activities: Moderate 
pushing/pulling  
(20-50 lbs of force)  

NA 

Push/Pull Activities: Heavy 
pushing/pulling 
(>50 lbs of force)  

NA 

Other Activity:  No Response 
Mental Requirements 

Read/Comprehend  Frequently 
Write  Occasionally 
Perform Calculations  Occasionally 
Communicate Verbally Continuously 
Reason and Analyze  Frequently 
Other Activity :  No Response 

  
Environmental 
Requirements 

Is exposed to high noise level  Occasionally 
Is around moving machinery  NA 
Is exposed to marked changes in 
temperature and/or humidity  NA 

Is exposed to dust  NA 
Is exposed to fumes  NA 
Is exposed to gases  NA 
Is exposed to microwave  NA 
Drives motorized equipment  NA 
Works in confined quarters NA 
Other:   No Response 

 
Note:  This listing of essential functions in no way states or implies that these are the only 
duties to be performed by the employee occupying this position.  The incumbent is expected to 
perform other duties necessary for the effective operation of the department.  

Comments:  Normal hours are 8am-5pm M-F with schedule adjustment for special projects or 
deadlines.                                            

This position requires the following travel or weekend requirements: Travel and possible 
Overnight stays. 

Licensure requirements: Ability to obtain a Valid Driver’s License as applicable for travel 
approved by BOR. 
 



Nothing in this job description restricts management's right to assign or reassign 
duties and responsibilities to this job at any time.  
 

 
 

The Board of Regents will take Affirmative Action to ensure that all employment practices are free of 
discrimination. In addition, the Board of Regents fully supports incorporation of non-discrimination and Affirmative 

Action rules and regulations into all of its employment practices.  

South Dakota Board of Regents is an equal employment opportunity employer. 
 


